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The generalization of classical arithmetical theories to the case of 
quaternions is well-known and has been studied by many authors (see 
[2], [6]). Much less has been done in the case of the eight-dimensional 
alternative algebra of the octaves (octonions or Graves-Cayley-Dickson 
numbers). The results are somewhat fragmentary (see [5], [11]). 
In this paper we study the first question which rises in arithmetics: 
what are the maximal rings of integers 1 The result is that such a ring 
(which we call an octave-ring) is determined uniquely up to automorphisms 
(see (4.6)). Unfortunately there is no direct generalization of the ideal 
theory of quaternions (see (3.5)). Probably there is some kind of sub-
stitute for the ideals (e.g. using the maximal lattices from the theory of 
quadratic forms) but we shall not enter into this possibility here. It is 
likely, however, that the results of such a theory are not as interesting 
as in the case of generalized quaternions, since there is essentially only 
one field of octaves and infinitely many fields of generalized quaternions. 
The arithmetics of the octaves is a generalization of the arithmetics of 
the classical quaternions and the deeper results obtained in the theory 
of quaternion algebras (e.g. those connected with the representation 
numbers and the "Anzahlmatrizen" of [2]) are rather trivial in this 
special case. It is better to interpret the result mentioned above about 
the uniqueness of the octave-rings not as a result in the arithmetics of 
octave algebras but as a result in the arithmetics of the automorphism-
group G2 of the octaves. We then obtain for this group the classical result 
of "finiteness of classnumber". The division of this paper runs as follows. 
In the paragraphs 1 and 2 we give a brief survey of the algebraic theory 
of composition algebras (i.e. algebras with a multiplicative quadratic 
norm). This is well-known (see e.g. a recent paper of JACOBSON [9]). 
We need, however, some results, e.g. for the case of a groundfield of 
characteristic 2, which are not found in [9], therefore we have preferred 
an independent exposition. In paragraph 3 the p-adic theory of octave 
algebras is given. Here also it is true that two maximal rings of integers 
are isomorphic. The proof is based on a connection between these rings 
and maximal lattices in the theory of quadratic forms. Then in paragraph 4 
we consider the "global" arithmetics. The p-adic results enable us to 
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give a connection between the octave-rings and the well-known "even" 
quadratic f-orm in eight variables with discriminant unity. We also use 
in this paragraph reduction modulo two, by which we derive from an 
octave-ring an octave algebra over the field F2 with two elements. This is 
where we need the case of characteristic 2. 
There are several other problems connected with the results of this 
paper. In the first place there is the generalization to the case of octave 
algebras over an algebraic numberfield, which is not entirely straight-
forward. 
Probably there is some result about the decomposition of the elements 
of an octave-ring into prime octaves, from which it would be possible to 
derive results a,bout the number of integral octaves with a fixed norm. 
These results can, however, also be found using the theory of the "Anzahl-
matrizen" in the case of the quadratic form in eight variables with dis-
criminant unity (see [8]). 
One could ask for an explicit table of the multiplications for a set of 
eight basis elements of an octave-ring. This table is well-known (see [5]). 
We put this question in a slightly different way. There are in an octave-
ring 240 unit vectors, which span this ring. Can we describe the multi-
plication of these vectors in a simple way? Using the reduction modulo 
two, we obtain from this problem an analogous problem concerning the 
anisotropic vectors of an octave algebra over the field F2. In this case a 
geometrical description of the multiplication (using a certain symplectic 
geometry over the field F2) can be given and this induces a description 
of the multiplication of the 240 unit vectors. The geometrical facts can 
better be studied in a more general context, in such a way that the 
connection with the well-known principle of triality can also be made 
clear. We hope to come back to this on another occasion. 
1. Introduction 
We study in this paper composition algebras, that is to say (not 
necessarily associative) algebras A over a commutative groundfield K, 
which have a unit e and a quadratic norm Q ([9]). 
A quadratic norm is a mapping Q of A into K such that 
1. Q(A.a) = A2Q(a), 
2. Q(ab)=Q(a) Q(b), 
3. (a, b)=Q(a+b)-Q(a)-Q(b) is a bilinear function. 
We shall restrict ourselves to non-degenerate norms, that 1s to say 
norms satisfying 
4. Q(a)=O and (x,a)=O for all xEA implies a=O. 
If the characteristic Xx* 2 we remark that (x, a)= 0 for all x E A 
implies Q(a) = 0. 
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We can deduce several formulae from 2 by linearization: 
( 1.1} ( 
(xy1, xy2) = Q(x) (y1, y2), 
(x1y, X2Y) = Q(y) (x1, X2), 
(x1y2, x2y1) + (x1y1, x2y2) = (x1, x2) (y1, y2). 
From this we can easily prove that if z=x2-(e, x)x+Q(x)e we have 
(z, a)= 0 for all a E A and Q(z) = 0. Thus we have proved 
(1.2) { x2- (e, x)x+ Q(x)e= 0, 
xy+yx-(e, x)y-(e, y)x+(x, y)=O. 
We introduce an involution by x --+ x = ( e, x )e-x. Then it can be 
verified by a straightforward calculation that 
(1.3) { xx=xx=Q(x)e, xy=fjx, Q(x)=Q(x}, (xy, a)=(y, xa)=(x, afj}. 
In the following proofs we need a special formula 
(1.4} a(iib) = Q(a)b. 
Proof: 
(a(iib}, z) = (iib, iiz) = Q(a)(b, z) = (Q(a)b, z) 
and 
Q(a(iib)- Q(a)b) = Q(a(iib)) + Q2(a)Q(b)- Q(a)(a(iib}, b)= 0, 
since (a(iib}, b)= (iib, iib) = 2Q(a)Q(b). 
Now we define the radical R of A by 
R={a!(a,x)=O for all XEA}. 
It is well-known that if the characteristic XK is not 2, the non-degeneracy 
of Q implies that R={O}. Now let XK=2. It follows from the non-
degeneracy of Q, that Q(a) =1- 0 if a E R, a =1- 0. Moreover, if a E R and x E A 
we have ax E R, xa E R, since e.g. (ax, y) =(a, xy) = 0 for all y EA. 
In the same way one sees that a(xy) = (ax)y if a E R, x, y EA. 
If R=l- {0} the preceding remarks imply that R is an ~ssociative and 
commutative field, an inseparable extension of K. Moreover A is a vector-
space over the field R, and since the product of an element of R and an 
arbitrary element of A is again in R, the dimension of this vectorspace 
must be one. 
This means that A=R if R=i-{0}. Henceforth we exclude this rather 
trivial case. Since we restrict ourselves now to the case R= {0} we can 
henceforth prove a= 0 by proving (a, x) = 0 for all x EA. 
We first prove a fundamental identity of R. Moufang. 
(1.5) (ax)(ya) =a{(xy)a}= {a(xy)}a. 
Proof: Using (1.3}, (1.1} and (1.4} we obtain 
((ax)(ya), z) = (ya, (:iii)z) = (y, xii)(a, z)- (yz, (xii)a) = (xy, a)( a, z)- Q(a)(yz, :i). 
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On the other hand we have 
(a{(xy)a}, z) = ((xy)a, az) = (xy, a)( a, z)- ((xy)z, aa) = (xy, a)( a, z)- Q(a)(xy, z). 
From these identities the proof can be easily completed. 
It may be readily seen from (1.4) and (1.5) that a subalgebra B of A, 
generated by two elements of A is associative. After linearization of 
(1.5}, with respect to a and substitution x=e, y=e we obtain 
a(cb)- (ac)b = - b(ca) + (bc)a. 
From this we can conclude 
(1.6) The algebra A is alternative. 
2. The structure of the algebra A 
Let A be a composition algebra and let B be a subalgebra on which 
the bilinear function is non-degenerate. Then we can split the vectorspace 
A in a direct sum A = B ffi Bl.. 
In BJ. there exists a vector x, with Q(x)= -11.*0, since Q is non-
degenerate. 
(2.1) B ffi Bx is a subalgebra of A. 
Proof: We first remark that (x, e)= 0 and (x, b)= 0 for all bE B. 
Let a, b, c. d E B then 
(a+bx)(c+dx) =ac+a(dx)+ (bx)c+ (bx)(dx). 
We have a(dx) = (da)x, since 
(a(dx), z) = (dx, az) = - (dx, za) = (da, zx) = - (da, zx) = ((da)x, z). 
Further we have 
((bx}c, z) = (bx, zc) = -(be, zx) = ((be)x, z). 
Thus (bx)c = (be)x. And we find after similar calculations (bx)(dx) = -db Q(x). 
We thus have proved 
(2.2) (a+bx)(c+dx)= (ac+lldb)+ (da+be)x. 
It may be readily seen that 
Q(a+bx)=Q(a)-llQ(b) and a+bx=ii-bx. 
We remark that B must be associative since 
Q((a+ bx)(c+dx)) = {Q(a) -llQ(b)} {Q(c) -llQ(d)}= 
= Q(ac + lldb) -llQ(da +be) 
and thus for all b E B 
(ac, db)=(da, be) or (d(ac)-(da)c, b)=O. 
27 Series A 
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Since the bilinear function was non-degenerate on B we have d(ac) = (da)c. 
~,_If A is associative, we find that B is commutative. For (ab)x=a(bx)= 
= (ba)x and thus ab=ba if a, bE B. 
If Xx#2 we can start with a one-dimensional subalgebra B 1 =Ke. 
From this we can construct B2 = B1 EB B1X1, B4 = B2 ffi B2x2 and 
Bs = B4 ffi B4X4· Since it is well-known that B4 is not commutative, 
Bs is not associative and the construction stops at this point. 
If Xx = 2, there is a slight complication, since in this case the bilinear 
function is degenerate for all one-dimensional subalgebras. We can, 
however, construct a two-dimensional subalgebra on which the bilinear 
function is non-degenerate. We have only to choose an isotropic vector 
a I) with (a, e)= 1, then K EB Ka is a subalgebra, with which we can start 
the construction. Such a vector can certainly be found since there is 
always a basis of isotropic vectors ([7], p. 21, this proof works also if 
xx=2). 
In this way we can generalise Jacobson's proof of a theorem of Hurwitz' 
to the case of a ground.field K with Xx = 2 ( [9 ]). 
We notice the following result, which follows easily from the preceding 
analysis (using Witt's theorem): 
(2.3) Two composition algebras A and A' with normforms Q and Q' are 
isomorphic if and only if Q and Q' are equivalent. 
We now discuss the quadratic form Q. We consider two cases. 
i) Q is an anisotropic form. Then we have the classical cases of a 
quadratic extension, a quaternion skewfield or an octave-algebra (Graves-
Cayley-Dickson algebra). 
ii) There is an isotropic vector a EA. Then we can find an isotropic 
vector a with (e, a)= 1 and the two-dimensional subspace spanned by e 
and a is a hyperbolic plane 2). From this we can easily deduce that A is 
a direct sum of hyperbolic planes. In this case we shall speak (with 
Jacobson) of split algebras. 
Now we study the split octaves. We start from a splitting e=xo+Yo 
with Q(x0 ) = Q(yo) = 0 and (xo, yo)= l. Then the vectors which are -ortho-
gonal to x0 and yo form a 6-dimensional subspace C. We construct a sub-
space F C C, consisting of all vectors x E C with xox = x. This is a totally 
isotropic subspace F of C, since (x1, x2) = (xox1, xox2) = Q(xo}(XI, x2) = 0 in F. 
Moreover Fo= F ffi {xo} is a totally isotropic subspace of A. Then we 
construct the subspace G of C consisting of all vectors y with yoy=y. 
(2.4) If x E F and y E G we have the following formulae 
( 
XoX=X, XXo=O, yox=O, xyo=X, 
YoY=y, yyo=O, XoY=O, yxo=y. 
x5 = xo, y~ =yo, XoYo = YoXo = 0 
1) I.e. with Q(a) = 0. This differs from the definition used in [7] in the case XK = 2. 
2) For the definition of hyperbolic planes we refer to [1]. 
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Let Go=G EB {yo}, then Go is also a totally isotropic subspace. It may 
be readily seen from (2.4) that Fo n Go= {0} and that F 0 EB Go=A, since 
if z E Fo n Go we have z=(xo+Yo)z=O and if z EA we have z=xoz+yoz 
with xozEFo and yozEGo. Thus Fo and Go are four-dimensional and thus 
maximal isotropic subspaces of A. Then F and G are maximal isotropic 
subspaces of C. 
We can find a basis x~, X2, Xs ofF and a basis YI, y2, Ys of G, such that 
(xi, YJ) = btJ, (i, j = l, 2, 3). Then we have XIX2 E G, since 
(xo, XIX2) = - (xox2, XI)= (x2, XI)= 0 
(yo, XIX2) = - (YoX2, XI) = 0 
Xo(XIX2) = (XoXI)X2- XI(XoX2) + (XIXo)X2 = XIX2- XIX2 = 0. 
Since (XIX2, XI)= (XIX2, x2) = 0 we have XIX2 = A.ys with A.= (XIX2, xs). Now 
(xix2, x3) is, as can easily be verified, an alternating function of x~, x2, xa. 
And we can deduce XtXHI = AYH2 (here the indices must be reduced to 
one of the values l, 2 or 3 by reduction modulo 3). Since XtXJ E G we have 
(x,., XtYj) = - (xix,., YJ) = 0 and (y,., XtYi) = 0 if .x, i, j = l, 2, 3. Thus 
XtYi=f-tXo+vyo; p,=(XtYi> Yo)= -(x,, YoYJ)= -bH and v=(XtYi· xo)=O. 
We have found in this way 
XtYi = - btjXo, YtXi = - btiYO· 
If we consider (XIX2)YI = XI(X2YI)- (XIYI)Xz + XI(YIXz) = - (XIYI)Xz = X2, we 
find A.ysyi = x2 and thus A.* 0, and if we replace Xs by A. -Ixa and ys by A.ys, 
we get XtXHI = YHz, YtYi+I = XH2, where i = l, 2, 3 and the indices must 
be taken mod 3, just as we did above. If x, x' and x" are vectors in F, 
we can interpret the alternating trilinear function (xx', x") as a determi-
nant. Thus xx' can be interpreted as the vector product of x and .x'. 
In this way we obtain a complete knowledge of all multiplications. 
There is a remarkable way to express these multiplication rules. We 
introduce an algebra V of "vectormatrices" 
where~ and 1'J are scalars and x andy are three-dimensional vectors ([17]). 
If we define addition in the classical way and multiplication by 
(~ x) (.x a) ( ~.x- (x, b) 
y 1J b {3 = .xy + 1Jb +X A a 
~a+ {Jx+y A b) 
1'Jf3-(y,a) 
where (x, b) denotes the ordinary scalar product of x and b, and x A a 
denotes the vector product, which is defined in the classical way by 
(x A a, z) = det (x, a, z). We obtain an algebra V of vectormatrices, which 
is isomorphic to the split octaves, as follows from the preceding analysis. 
We remark that 
Q (~ ~) = ~1]- (x, y). 
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VVe have proved: 
(2.5) A split octave algebra is isomorphic with an algebra of vectormatrices. 
Remark: This is a generalization of the well-known fact that a split 
quaternion algebra is isomorphic with the algebra of 2 x 2 matrices. 
3. Local theory 
In this paragraph we study the local arithmetics of octaves. Hence we 
assume that K is a field which is complete under a discrete valuation. VV e 
denote by R the ring of the integers of K. 
Since we are primarily interested in the case of a p-adic field K, and 
since a quadratic form over such a field in more than 4 variables represents 
zero non-trivially (for a proof see [15]), we shall restrict ourselves to the 
case of split octaves. 
An octave x is called integral if Q(x) E R and (x, e) E R. Then x is a 
root of a monic quadratic equation with integral coefficients. VV e try to 
construct a maximal order (Maximalordnung), that is a maximal ring of 
integral octaves. The maximal orders are not uniquely determined, 
however, just as in the quaternion case. VVe define lattices in A, these 
are simply finitely generated R-modules in A of dimension 8. Now we 
define an octave-ring M in A to be a lattice in A which (1) is a ring 
containing e, (2) consists of integral elements only, and (3) is maximal 
with respect to (1) and (2). This is the. usual definition of maximal order 
([6]). Now we need another characterization of the octave-rings: 
(3.1) A lattice M C A is an octave-ring if and only if (1) e EM, (2) (xy,z) ER 
if x, y, z EM, {3) M is maximal lattice on which Q(x) E R. 
(From this characterization we see that the maximal lattices from the 
theory of quadratic forms are closely related to octave-rings.) 
Proof: Let M be a lattice satisfying (1), (2) and (3). If x EM, we 
have Q(x) E R and {x, e) E R, thus the elements of M are integral. Further 
if x, y EM then Q(xy) = Q(x) Q(y) E R and {xy, z) E R for all z EM. Since 
M was a maximal lattice we have xy EM, thus M is a ring. From the 
maximality of M we see that M is an octave-ring. 
Conversely, let M be an octave-ring. Then if x, y EM, we have 
(x, y)=Q(x+y)-Q(x)- Q(y) E R, which implies that (xy, z) E R ifx,y,zEM. 
Since e EM, there remains only to prove that M is a maximal lattice 
on which Q(x) E R. VVe first prove: 
(3.2) Let x E A satisfy Q(x) E R and (a, x) E R for all a E M. The lattice 
M 1 formed by the elements a+bx, (a, bE M) is a ring. 
VVe need only to prove that (a+bx)(c+dx) E M1 if a+bx, c+dx E M1. 
Thus we must prove that a(dx) and (bx)c and (bx)(dx) belong to M1. 
This can be readily verified, using exactly the same calculations as we 
used in proving (2.1). 
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Now we finish the proof of (3.1). Let x be as in (3.2), then the elements of 
M1 are integral, since Q(a+bx)=Q(a)+Q(bx)+(a,bx)=Q(a)+Q(b)Q(x)+ 
+ (ba, x) E R and (a+bx, e)= (a, e)+ (x, b) E R. Since M C M 1 we deduce 
from the maximality of octave-rings that M 1 =M, thus x EM, and so 
we see that if x E A satisfies Q(x) E R and (x, a) E R for all a EM then 
x EM. This implies that M is a maximal lattice on which Q(x) E R. 
Remark: In the quaternion case one can show that a "quaternion-
ring" is already characterized by the properties (1) and (3). This is related 
to results of H. BRANDT ([2]) which can be derived very easily by means 
of the p-adic theory. 
Now we deal with maximal lattices belonging to a hyperbolic quadratic 
form 1) in 8 variables. 
(3.3) Let Q be a hyperbolic quadratic form on the 2n dimensional vector-
space A over a field K, which contains a principal ideal ring R. Let 
M be a maximal lattice in A over R with Q(x) E R if x EM. Then 
there is a basis of M with respect toR formed by vectors e1 EM, such 
that Q(e1)=0 (1.;;;i.;;;2n), (ef,ei+n)=c5fi(1.;;;i,j.;;;n). Conversely a 
lattice with such a basis is a maximal one (see [8]). 
For the sake of completeness we sketch the proof, which goes with 
induction with respect to n. For n = 0 there is nothing to prove, now let 
n> 0. Take as en an isotropic vector in M, which is primitive (if en=Aa, 
a E M and A E R then A is a unit in R). Consider the elements (x, en) for 
x EM. They form an ideal. It is easily seen on account of the maximality 
of M, that this ideal must be R itself, hence there is an e2n EM with 
(en,e2n)= 1, we may assume (if necessary we replace e2n by e2n+Aen) that 
Q(e2n)=0. Thus e2n is also primitive in M and en and e2n span a two 
dimensional sub module of M. If x EM, we have x = (x, e2n)en + (x, en)e2n + y 
where (y, en)= (y, e2n) = 0. These vectors y span a submodule of M of 
dimension 2n- 2, which is a maximal lattice in this dimension, with respect 
to the restriction of Q to the subspace of E orthogonal to en and e2n· 
Using the induction assumption we obtain the first assertion. The second 
one is easily verified. 
Now we apply this theorem (3.3) to the case of a split octave algebra, 
and of an octave-ring M CA. The algebra A is isomorphic with the 
algebra of vectormatrices, described in the preceding paragraph. Identi-
fying these algebras we define a ring V in A as follows: taking as basis 
of A the elements x1, Yi (0.;;; i, j.;;; 3) we form the lattice spanned by these 
elements. It is readily seen that Vis an octave-ring. Now we can prove: 
(3.4) Let A be a split octave algebra over K. Any octave-ring M in A ~s 
isomorphic with V. 
1) I.e. such that the underlying vectorspace is a direct swn of hyperbolic planes. 
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Proof: We use the characterization of octave-rings given in (3.1}. 
Hence M is a maximal lattice on which Q is integral. Take a basis (et) 
of M with the properties of (3.3). Then e= !?=1£Xtei, £Xt E R. Now we write 
xo = If= 1£Xtei and Yo= !r=s£Xtet. Then Q(xo) = Q(yo) = 0, (xo, Yo)= Q(e) = 1. M is 
the (orthogonal) direct sum of the submodule generated by x0 and yo and 
the submodule N formed by the elements x EM with (x, xo) = (x, yo)= 0. 
Now we use the construction of the spaces F and Gin the proof of (2.5} 
and we take a basis xr, x2, xa of F C M with respect to R. Then there is a 
basis yr, y2, Ys of G with (xt, Yt) = CJii· But we have found XtXi+r = AYi+2, 
which implies Y-tYi+r=A.-lxi+2· Since (xy,z) is integral if x,y,zEM we 
find that A. is a unit in R, thus we may take A.= 1. Then it is obvious that 
we have found the multiplication table of V, which proves the result. 
Remark: A similar, but simpler argument proves in the case of split 
quaternions the (well-known) fact that a quaternion-ring is isomorphic 
with the ring of 2 x 2 matrices with integral elements. 
If one wishes to go further with arithmetics, it is reasonable to introduce 
ideals. However, in the present case the usual definition of an ideal does 
not work. For we have the following result: 
(3.5) Let N be a submodule of V, such that aN C N for all a E V, then 
N =A.V, with A. E R. 
Hence any left-ideal (and equally, any right-ideal) in V is a principal 
ideal generated by an elements of R. This was proved for the case of the 
rational integral octaves by K. MAHLER ([11], apart from some exceptions, 
see also [5]). The local result (3.5) implies that also in the case of rational 
integers the ideals are trivial in this sense. We now sketch the proof 
of (3.5): 
Take anx= !!-0A.,.x,.+ I»-of-lpYp. A.,., f-tp E Rhence XE V. If e is a generator 
of the ideal in R generated by the numbers A.,., f-lp, it may be shown easily 
using the multiplication rules in V that the smallest left-ideal containing x 
coincides with e V. This implies (3.5). 
4. Global theory 
We now consider the octaves over the field Q of rational numbers. There 
are two types of octaves in this case: the definite case and the split case, 
according as the quadratic form Q is positive definite or hyperbolic. 
We shall consider the number theory in both cases. Then we must 
again introduce integral elements and rings of integral elements. An 
octave is said to be integral if Q(x) E Z and (x, e) E Z; an octave-ring is 
defined as in 3. A lattice in A is a finitely generated subgroup of A with 
dimension 8. Let Zp be the ring of p-adic integers (p is a prime) in the 
field Qp of p-adic numbers. 
The following result is almost trivial : 
( 4.1) A lattice M C A is an octave-ring if and only if the lattices M p = M ® Zp 
are octave-rings in Ap =A® Qp. 
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Using (3.1) we get: 
( 4.2) A lattice M C A is an octave-ring if and only if it has the following 
properties (1) e EM, (2) (xy, z) E Z if x, y, z EM, (3} M is a maximal 
lattice on which Q(x) E Z. 
In order to see that octave-rings do exist in this case we use a familiar 
argument. Let M be a lattice, which is a ring of integral elements, then 
Q has integral values on M, hence the discriminant d(M) of Q with respect 
to M(d(M) = det (ei, ei), where (ei) is a basis of M) is an integer. If M1 is a 
lattice containing M with the same properties, then d(M) = d(M1) · (M1 : M)2. 
Hence there are only a finite number of possibilities for (M1 : M) which 
implies that M1 C a-1M, where a is a fixed integer, thus there are only 
a finite number of possibilities for M1. Hence M is contained in a maximal 
M1, which is an octave-ring. 
In order to investigate further the octave-rings we first consider the 
quadratic form Q. 
(4.3) Let M be an octave-ring, then d(M}=l. 
Proof: Let Mp=M®Zp and let dp(M) be the discriminant of Q 
on Mp. This is a p-adic integer, determined up to a unit. If the order of 
dp(M) equals a<.p then it is well-known that d(M)= ± IIPP"'"· Now Mp is 
a maximal lattice on which Q is integral, using the basis described in 
(3.3) we see that a<.p = 0. Then the theorem follows at once. 
Now we consider first the definite case. We see, that on the octave-
ring M the restriction of Q to M is an integral quadratic form in 8 variables 
with determinant 1. There is essentially only one such quadratic form, 
it can be described in the following way: 
Let (et), i=1, 2, ... 8 be a basis of the vectorspace A; Q(x)=!~~~ if 
x = ~~~iei. Then M consists of the vectors x = ~~iei with 2~t E Z, ~i- ~i E Z 
and ~~i E 2Z. 
Remark: There are several proofs of the fact that there is only one 
class of integral quadratic forms (in another terminology called even) 
with determinant 1 in 8 variables. First there is the proof of MoRDELL 
([12]), it is based on estimations ofBlichfeldt, which are essentially derived 
by means of extensive numerical computations. Another, recent proof 
is of M. KNESER ([11]), this is much simpler, but uses results of Eichler 
on the spinorgenera of quadratic forms. Still another proof can be 
obtained from Siegel's formula of the measure of the genus of this form, 
by calculating this measure and comparing it with the order of the 
orthogonal group of the quadratic form constructed above. The result 
may also be proved by means of the coarser estimations in reduction 
theory, which go back to Hermite. We shall not enter into this here. 
Now in order to proceed further we need some more information about 
the special lattice introduced above. We also need the "reduction modulo 
2" of M. This may be described as follows. E =Mf2M is a vector space 
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over the field F2 with two elements. 'fJ being the mapping M ---* E we 
define a quadratic form R on E by R('f}(x)) ~ Q(x) (mod 2). It may be 
readily seen that R is a quadratic form, moreover it is a hyperbolic form 
in 8 variables, as may be seen from the description of M ® Z2, given in 
(3.3). Let G be the finite group of the lattice automorphisms of M leaving 
Q invariant. The reduction modulo 2 gives a homomorphism g; of G into 
the orthogonal group O(R). Let a vector x E M with Q(x) =I be called 
a unit vector. 
(4.4) There are 240 unit vectors. The homomorphism g; is an epimorphism, 
its kernel has two elements. 
E. CARTAN proved ([3] p. 346) that G modulo its centre is isomorphic 
to O(R). The connection with Lie algebras is given by the fact that the 
system of unit vectors of M is the system of root vectors of the Lie algebra 
E 8• It follows from (4.4) that the order ofG equals 4(24 -I)(26 -I) 26(24 -I) 
24(22-I) 22= I92.IO! (see [I6]), since the order of O(R) is well-known 
(see [7] p. 68). Now we prove (4.4). 
If we describe M as we did above, the unit vectors are given by 
± e~,± e1 (I.;;;;i<j.;;;;8) and !!fetet, with et= ±I, !et even. Of the first 
kind there are 4(~)=ll2, of the second kind there are !·2B=I28 vectors, 
which shows that the total number equals 240. 
Now let V be the set of unit vectors. If x, y E V and g;(x)=g;(y), then 
X=± y. For g;(x-y)=O implies x-y E 2M, Q(x-y) ~ 0 (mod 4), but 
Q(x- y) = 2- (x, y).;;;; 4, since l(x, y) 12.;;;; 4Q(x)Q(y), thus x = ± y. 
Thus g;(V) consists of I20 different vectors in E, and R(g;(x)) # 0 if x E V. 
Using well-known computations (see [7] p. I45) we find, since R is hyper-
bolic, that there are I36 different vectors tinE with R(t) = 0. Hence there 
are I20 different vectors t in E with R(t) =I, i.e. the I20 vectors of g;( V) 
are just those with R(t) # 0. 
Now O(R) is generated by orthogonal transvections ([4] p. I9), which 
are orthogonal transformations s with s(t)=t-(t,u)u, where R(u)=l. 
It is clear that such an s is the image under reduction of a transformation 
aEG, with a(x)=x-(x,a)a, where aE Vis such that g;(a)=u. Since 
the s generate the group O(R), the image g;(G) generates O(R), hence g; 
is an epimorphism. 
Now let us suppose that -r E G is in the kernel of g;, then -r(x) -x E 2M 
for all x EM, and Q(-r(x)) = Q(x). Then it is known ([14], p. 210) from 
the first relation, that the order of -r is a power of 2. Suppose first that 
-r2(x)=x, putting -r(x)=x+2u(x) we find u2+u=0. If M 0 and M1 denote 
the submodules of M consisting of the x E M with u(x) = 0 and u(x) = - x 
resp., it may be readily seen that M is an orthogonal direct sum of Mo 
and M 1. Reduction mod 2 shows that such a decomposition, which would 
imply a decomposition of V in two mutally orthogonal systems, is not 
possible. Thus we have either Mo=M or M1 =M. Hence -r or --r is the 
identity. Now if -r E kernel cp, -r4 =I then either -r2 = 1 or -r2 =-I. The 
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case r 2 = 1 has already been considered. If r2 = - 1 we find, putting 
r(x) = x + 2u(x) that x + 2u(x) + 2u2(x) = 0 for all x EM, which is impossible. 
This implies our assertion about the kernel of cp. 
Now let M be an octave-ring. Above we studied the lattice structure 
of M, but M is also a ring. The reduction mod 2 gives us a ring structure 
on E, which defines on E a structure of an octave algebra. 
( 4.5) Suppose we have on M two octave-ring structures. Then there is a 
a E G transforming the first structure in the second one. 
Thus, if the two multiplications are denoted by {x, y} ___,.. xy and 
{x, y} ___,.. xoy, a satisfies a(xoy) = a(x)a(y). 
The two multiplications on M determine octave algebra structures on 
E, e.g. the first one by cp(x)cp(y) = cp(xy). 
By (2.3) there is a t E O(R) with 
t(cp(xoy)) = tcp(x) · tcp(y). 
Now by (4.4), t is the image of a a E G, determined up to sign. Thus it 
follows that cp(a(xoy)) = cp(a(x)a(y) ). 
Now taking for x and y unit vectors in M, this implies that 
cp(xoy) =e(x, y) a(x)a(y), 
where e(x, y) = ± l. 
Then applying the first formula ( 1.1) for the two multiplications, we 
find using the orthogonality of a, 
{s(x, Yl) s(x, y2) -1} (y1, Y2) = 0, 
if x, Yl and Y2 are unit vectors in M. Hence s(x, y1) = e(x, y2) if (y1, y2) # 0. 
If Yl and Y2 are arbitrary unit vectors, there is a unit vector z with 
(y1, z) # 0, (y2, z) # 0, then e(x, y1) = e(x, z) = s(x, y2), hence e(x, y) is in-
dependent of y. In the same manner one sees that e(x, y) is independent 
of x. If s(x, y) = -1 we replace a by -a. Then we have found 
a(xoy) = a(x)a(y), 
if x and y are unit vectors in M. This implies (4.5). 
( 4.6) Let A be an octave algebra over the field Q of rational numbers. Then 
two octave-rings in A are isomorphic. 
Proof: If A is definite, this follows from (4.5). If A is split, the proof 
of this fact is similar to that of (3.4). 
It is useful to give another interpretation of this result, in terms of the 
arithmetic of the group G2 , the group of automorphisms of the octaves. 
Let A be an octave algebra over Q, let G2 be its automorphism-group, 
then G2 is an algebraic group defined over Q. Let G~ be the corresponding 
p-adic groups, p = = included, defined as the automorphism-group of 
Ap=A ® Qp·G2 is a subgroup of G~. 
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Take any lattice M in A, and let UP be the subgroup of G~ formed 
by the tp with tp(Mp)=Mp, hence U""=G'{'. Then we form the "idele-
group" r, consisting of the sets y = (tp) such that tp E UP for all but a 
finite number of p. r may be topologized in a well-known manner. We 
may identify the rational group Gz with a (discrete) subgroup of r, we 
may also identify the usual product U =IT pUP with a compact ~SUb­
group of r (for more details see [13]). 
Now taking for M an octave-ring in A, it follows from (3.4), that the 
left cosets yU (y E F) are in a one-one correspondence with the octave-
rings in A. Then it follows from (4.6) that F=G2 U for this particular M. 
This implies that for an arbitrary lattice M, the number of double cosets 
GzyU in r is finite. 
This may be expressed by saying that for the exceptional group Gz 
the theorem of the finiteness of the class number holds. We see that in 
this respect the group Gz behaves like the classical groups over the field 
of rational numbers (the special linear, orthogonal, symplectic and 
unitary groups) for which the truth of the corresponding result is well-
known. 
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